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Earth is Ours No More.With a setting unlike any other to explore, and mysteries lying buried, waiting

to be uncovered, Horizon Zero Dawn is a game you&apos;ll want to dig deep into. The terrain is

rugged, the machines are deadly and your tools are primitive. This book will provide everything you

need to overcome the odds, get a deeper understanding of this unique world and see all that the

adventure has to offer.Get an Overview of How Things WorkOur breakdown of the game&apos;s

systems is as in-depth as it gets. You&apos;ll have the benefit of countless hours&apos; play at

your fingertips, with analysis of the skills, crafting and rewards that makes knowing what to do next

as clear as possible.Plan Your Route Through the GameWe provide everything you need to plot out

your own route through the game, based on your way of playing. Tackle the main quests, side

quests and activities in the order you want, or follow our recommendations for an easy, optimal

experience.Hone Your Combat SkillsAloy has a staggering repertoire of hunting tools and abilities to

learn and master. We&apos;ll provide all the information you need to choose the ones that suit you

best. The Hunting Guide chapter lays bare all the workings of the game&apos;s enemies, weapons,

tools and combat.Dig Beneath the SurfaceOur focus on dissecting Horizon Zero Dawn extends

deeply into the game&apos;s story and its mysteries. This book is steeped in the game&apos;s lore

and features design insights and artwork alongside interviews with the team at Guerrilla Games.A

Beautiful BonusTo really know everything about the world of Horizon Zero Dawn you&apos;ll need

to explore its outer reaches and collect every artifact and trinket you can. With that in mind,

we&apos;ve included a gorgeous world map poster to make sure you won&apos;t have trouble

finding whatever you desire.
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Very good guide with lots of useful information for all quest and items .Font is a good size not small

like most guides released from Prima or Piggyback.Spine and pages of guide are put together very

well and secure.I have The Legend of Zelda Breath of the Wild,Mass Effect Andromeda and FFXV

guides as well as many others released the past few years with Font to small and Pages falling out

within hours of use.I'm very pleased with this guide and the quality Future Press put into it.It was

well worth the wait.I Added some pics hope they help

Future Press delivers a gorgeous and painstakingly well-crafted tribute to Horizon Zero Dawn in this

blend of strategy guide and art book.There's a treasure trove of information in here including

effective strategies for taking down every machine, quest, and hunting lodge, locations for every

collectible and datapoint, an encyclopedia documenting the game's world and characters, and so

much more. Even as someone who's already beaten most of the game, it's fun just to read through

the bestiary, for example, and pick up on new strategies that I'd never thought of or learn new

details of how the machines behave.I really love this game and it's great to be able to study it in a

detailed package like this. One of my favorite sections is the in depth interviews with several

members of Guerilla Games. It's interesting to read about what inspired the team's choice of

machine designs and what other games helped influence its fantastic combat system.That this all

comes in a full color 650+ page book of textbook quality for such a low price is remarkable. Highly

recommended.

This is one serious and weighty tome full of great information about an early contender for Game of

the Year. When I first received this strategy guide I was astounded by the sheer size and attractive

construction. This is a beautiful book, and (I feel) made with care. As someone who owns multiple

guides from several different publishers, this Future Press one really seems a step up in quality.The

guidebook is well organized and tries to be spoiler-free (to mostly success). Everything - I mean

everything - is described in great detail and depth, whether the enemies, weapons, armors, mods,

ammo types, skills, etc. The layout is attractive enough without being too cluttered (or tiny font), and

even with the rather complete filling of each page this guide is nearly 2 inches thick with over 650

pages. It's evident a lot of work went into this. For the price, it was an absolute steal and even if

your Aloy is already slicing through the toughest mobs like a Ginzu, I recommend picking it up.



You're almost certain to learn something new.

I almost canceled this order multiple times because it was taking so long to be released. Now I'm

glad I was patient. As other reviews have mentioned, this is a very well put together and thorough

guide. It also has some amazing pictures, artwork, and interviews with the game developers.

Definitely worth the wait.

Just received my copy. This is my first Future Press strategy guide and I am very impressed. I have

number of collector's edition strategy guides (hardly use them. Its just to have them as collector)

and this is the first I've seen that is so detailed and informative. The paper material is of full color

high quality and not some cheap thin paper. Same goes for the full size map. The paper material on

wall map is thicker. The wall map is 2-sided full color and its about 23.5" x 31.5" unfolded. I like how

the map listed with pictures of each machines and what page to find information on them in the

guide. Additionally, the price is amazing, especially for a collector's edition version.As I glimpse

through the guide, its easily noticeable that a lot of dedication, time, and effort has been put into

making this guide. Its more of an encyclopedia. This guide is really 655 pages full color. Very well

done!This guide is definitely worth getting.I'm waiting for Nioh Collector's Edition Strategy Guide,

also by Future Press (pre-ordered). If Horizon's guide is this well made and this is their "usual

normal" thing, then I'm definitely eager to get my hands on Nioh and others as well.

This is probably the nicest guide book I ever got and I bought you tons of them from Final Fantasy ,

tomb raider, Metal Gear, GTA etc..this blows them all away in their quality and the sheer size of it I

did not expect such a great book such a great price!Detailed and complete with good size font too

STUNNING: Again Future Press provides a guide with so much love, detail and quality that this

guide truly a must have. This guide covers everything in detail with crisp images and is absolutely

massive. Thank you Future Press!

This guide is glorious. What a thing of beauty! Even though I already had the platinum trophy for the

game, I could not pass up a chance to own the guide being as it's made by the masters at FP.Their

work is so good, and of such high quality, it really makes you wonder why ANYONE contacts with

Prima at this point. I love it, and I looks awesome on my coffee table in the man cave & will remain

there until the NIOH guide comes.The included map is enormous & I will have it framed. Needless



to say, I'm happy they took the time & made a great guide, as opposed to making sure it was out

day one with the game. I would rather wait for a great guide instead of having a half baked on

launch day. Bravo.
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